Go After 4 Years in Production

Travis Reeder - Co-Founder and CTO of Iron.io
Part 1:
In the Beginning
6 Years Ago

We started a consulting company.

Built software for smart hardware companies (IoT).

Had to collect, process and report on large, constant streams of data.

DIY job processing.
5 Years Ago

We built our own multi-tenant, job processing system on the cloud.

It enabled us to develop projects faster and with less maintenance.

Good for us, good for our customers.
4 Years Ago

“There must be other developers that have the same problem???”

So we released our new service to the public:
Houston, We Have a Problem

We wrote it in Ruby.

Ruby was 🔥
Ruby for our API

We tried to keep CPU usage < 50% across our servers.

When it increased beyond that, we’d launch more servers to keep it around 50%.

This is fine if you don’t mind spending money.
What Amazon thought of us
The Bigger Problem - Traffic Spikes

Traffic spikes caused CPU levels to spike.

At some threshold above 50% CPU, a server would spike up to 100%.

100% == unresponsive

Load balancer removes server from pool.

Load distributed to remaining servers.
Dominoes

More load on remaining machines => more servers unresponsive => more servers taken offline. => repeat...
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One server goes down which puts more load on the remaining servers.
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Another goes down which puts more load on the remaining servers.
When your API goes down

NOOOOOOOOOO!!!
What To Do? What To Do?

1) Spend more money for extra capacity

2) Rewrite it
Part 2: Choosing Go
Choosing a Language

We looked at other scripting languages with better performance than Ruby (wasn’t hard).

We looked at Java and derivatives like Scala and Clojure

We looked at Go.
Why We Chose Go

- Concurrency being a fundamental part of the language
- Standard library had almost everything we needed
- It’s terse
- It’s compiled
- It compiles fast
- It runs fast
- Google is behind it
- It’s fun (like Ruby)
Concurrency in Go

2 Main Concurrency Features:

Goroutines and Channels
Goroutines

A goroutine is like a super light weight thread.

Running hundreds of thousands of goroutines is no problem (unlike threads).

You don’t need to think much about them (unlike threads).

Goroutines are multiplexed onto threads behind the scenes.
Goroutines

Easy to use:

```go
func hello(name string) {
    fmt.Println("Hello", name)
}
```

To run function in a goroutine:

```go
go hello("Travis")
```
Channels

Channels allow you to communicate between goroutines.

Without having to worry about synchronization (locks, deadlocks, etc).
Channels

c := make(chan string)
go hello("Travis", c)
for i := 0; i < 5; i++ {
    fmt.Printf("You say: %q\n", <-c) // receive
}

func hello(name string, c chan string) {
    for i := 0; ; i++ {
        c <- fmt.Sprintf("Hello %s %d", name, i) // send
    }
}
“We realized that the kind of software we build at Google is not always served well by the languages we had available. Robert Griesemer, Ken Thompson, and myself decided to make a language that would be very good for writing the kinds of programs we write at Google.”
Why not X?

I got asked a lot: “why didn’t you use language X”?
Why not Python?

Seems logical coming from Ruby, but:

- Not compiled (more error prone)
- Indentation based code (more error prone)
- Not as fast as Go
Go vs Python Benchmark
Why not Node?

JavaScript
When people tell me to use Node
JavaScript V8 is actually very fast

But it’s still JavaScript.
Why not Java (or a derivative)?

After many, many years of using Java, I didn’t want to go back to the JVM.

Go was more interesting and exciting.

Even though Java is still faster.
Go vs Java Benchmark
Why not Ruby?

Some people asked why we didn’t just try to optimize Ruby.

I’m sure we could have done a lot better had we not used Rails.

But even so, there’s no comparison:
Go vs Ruby
It Was a Risky Decision

- New technology, not proven
- There wasn’t a big community
- There wasn’t a lot of open source projects
- There weren’t any success stories of production usage
- We weren’t sure if we could hire top talent
- We were one of the first companies to publicly say we were using it
- We were the first company to post a Go job
- It wasn’t even at a 1.0 release
When we told our investors we wanted to rewrite in Go
Replaced API with Go

Exact same API.

Exact same functionality.
We went from 30 servers to 2
30 Servers to 2

The 2nd one was just for redundancy.

We were barely utilizing the machines (barely registered CPU).

We never had a colossal CF again.
When you reduce your server count by 10x

Oh I like that
Part 3: 4 Years Later
Performance

Performance has been stellar.

We still only run a few servers for each of our API clusters... after 4 years of growth!

Go has never been our bottleneck, it’s always something else (ie: database).
Memory

No virtual machine - starts fast and small.

IronMQ starts up in 6.5MB of resident memory including configuration, making connections, etc.

Four years in, we’ve never had a memory leak or problems related to memory.
Reliability

Hard to quantify, but...

Our Go applications are very robust.

Rarely have a failure/crash that wasn’t related to some external problem.

Code tends to be cleaner and higher quality.

Strict compiler.

Do a lot with a small amount of code.
Deployment

Go compiles into a single, static binary file.

Deployment is simply putting that file on a server and starting it up.

No dependencies required.

No runtime required.

Binary is small. (IronMQ is ~6MB)
Rolling Back

Since it’s a single binary, you just stop the process and start the previous binary.

No need to worry about dependencies changing.
Language and Tooling

Keeps getting better and better.

Better garbage collection.

Better tools (for debugging, etc).

More open source libraries.
Talent

When we first started, there were very few people that knew the language.

We didn’t know if we’d be able to hire anybody!

But people really want to work with Go.

The caliber of talent that want to work for Iron.io is amazing.
When I think about Go
Part 4:
The Growth of Go
6 Years Old

6 years and 6 days ago, the Go project was released. - Nov. 10, 2009

3.5 years ago, Go 1.0 was released. - March 28, 2012
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Production Usage

4 years ago, nobody was using it in production (except maybe Google... and us).

Today, almost every startup I talk to is using it in some way or another.

And a lot of the big guys are using it now too.
Who’s Using Go Now?

Thousands of engineers writing Go code.

Millions of lines of Go source in the Google codebase.

High-profile and/or open source projects:

- Kubernetes
- Vitess.io
- Google Data Saver
Who’s Using Go Now?

Contributing to compilation and runtime for the Go language.
Looking to expose more Intel platform features through Go libraries.
Protootyping cloud ecosystem projects using Go.
Hosting Golang training workshops for Women In Technology.
Who’s Using Go Now?

Replaced entire HTTP serving infrastructure with a Go stack.

> 100B requests per day.

~ 1.15M queries per second.
Who’s Using Go Now?

Docker and all the Docker tools are written entirely in Go.

Docker announced at GoSF:
Who’s Using Go Now?

#2 language (#1 being Ruby).

Services using Go:

- Dashboard metrics
- System metrics
- Logging system
- ‘git push heroku master’: The ssh server behind this is written in Go.
- Postgres server monitoring

“We're an infrastructure company and Go lends itself well to writing infrastructure code.” -- Edward Mueller
Who’s Using Go Now?

Jamie Turner @jamwt Aug 7
All the @golang excitement on hacker news makes me realize I don’t think people realize how deep @Dropbox is in golang.

Our entire infrastructure service layer has been rewritten in golang, 10s of thousands of servers running millions of hits per second.

Jamie Turner @jamwt Aug 7
We have all our block storage on a home grown multi-datacenter distributed storage system, written in go.

Jamie Turner @jamwt Aug 7
Exabytes of data, moving around Tbps flows 24/7.
Who’s Using Go Now?

Server-side is 100% Go.

Including real-time chat service.

> 50M active users.

13 billion minutes/month.
Conclusion

We took a risk and it paid off.

We love the language, and it’s loved us back.

Usage is growing super fast.

A lot of companies are already using it for critical parts of their production systems.
Conclusion

2 years ago I wrote: “Is Go the next gen language we’ve been waiting for? It’s a bit too early to say, but it’s certainly off to a good start.“

Today: Yes it is. Go IS the language for the cloud.

If you’re writing API’s or infrastructure, it should be at the top of your list.

Is Go the new Java? It’s a bit too early to say, but it’s certainly off to a good start.
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